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the death-blow of the Empire. Under the dynasty of the
Angeli the Empire was in full political and military decline,
Its wealth was less impaired, as shown by the testimony of
the travellers quoted above, who belong to the times of that
inglorious dynasty. So long as Constantinople remained
intact, there was always the possibility of a revival like that
which took place after the great Arab and Bulgarian inva-
sions of the early Middle Ages. An example of this recupera-
tion is to be found in Villehardouin's mention of Salonica as
an extremely rich city, although only a few years before
(i 185) it had been sacked by the Normans. Constantinople
can be considered the heart of the economic life of the Empire.
It was there that for the most part the portable wealth and
the principal branches of industry and commerce were
concentrated; hundreds of thousands of working people
lived within its walls. Of all this, after several days of pillage,
massacre, and conflagration, hardly anything remained.
To sum up, and without overlooking the internal causes
mentioned above, one may say that the economic decadence
of the Empire was chiefly the work of its foreign enemies,
who by fire and sword depopulated its cities and its lands,
destroyed its industries, and took away its commerce, which
had already been partly deflected to their own countries
since the beginning of the Crusades. When the Palaeologi
succeeded in reuniting under their sceptre a part of the old
Empire, they found everything in ruins. The combined
efforts of the enemy on the north, on the west, and (this time
especially) on the east (the Turks) did not allow the Empire's
economic life permanently to recover a portion of its ancient
splendour.1
The Byzantine people paid a fearful price for the loss of
their military virtues and for their passion for civil war.2
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1	The economic revival, which occasionally was noticeable, was both local and
ephemeral (e.g. at Salonica).
2	It was these civil wars which paved the way for the foreign invasions} as, for
instance, the rivalries between Isaac II and his brother Alexius III, or between
Andronicus Palaeologus and Cantacuzenus.

